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That's Life

Up in the morning, before the sun rise
God shines on me, high above the skies
Can someone tell me why we living like this?
Spending the eternal life on cannabis
Lord you betrayed me, you promised to save me
Will I ever get the chance to be me in the tragedy?
I just follow my dreams, cuz they all mine
Deep in the dark, my angel T Shine
I just wonder how we ever came to this
The love mixed up with the deadly kiss
Shit always happened, life goes on with changes
Your friend from the past becomes all strangers
All of the people are so damn negative
They all wane see you die none wane see you live
Will I grow in the heart, will I grow in age
Or will I be the victim on the first page
I just want everything to be all good
Go back in time I wish I cud
I can never go back, make things undone
Am just how I'm the lost warrior son

When the darkness comes, the evil rise
The sun disappears all over the skies
I can feel the tears of an angels cry
God turns his back and the sunlight dies

The burning flame inside got me moving on
Now I understand life, finally in heaven's home
You don't know what you got before its all gone
Alone in the dark will we remain strong
All of the things happened for a reason
If you staying real, you will survive the season
All of the memories hunting me with misery
I letting my life in the hands of the destiny
We all got moments, there we shine
When times perfect and everything is fine
They say forget yesterday, live for today
That's what I do anyway, ever singel day
We playing our cards, just to win
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Living in dreams, in a life of sin
Life split up in two, the losers and the winners
But it real doesn't matter, cuz we all sinners
When the gunshots as rain drops falling
Hear the soft voice, to you its calling
Every beginning has an end, and every end has a
beginning
One day in heavenly tones, we'll be singing

When the darkness comes, the evil rise
The sun disappears all over the skies
I can feel the tears of an angels cry
God turns his back and the sunlight dies
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